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PHILOSOPHY
CHAMP Camp is not only a
physical place, but a
community where children
who are technologically-
assisted experience the
wonder, beauty and challenge
of the outdoors. It is a
community where campers
and counselors think of each
other first; giving and receiving
from each other; and
supporting and respecting
each other in our feelings and
experiences.

It is a community where health
care professionals become
counselors, modeling their
love of the experience;
allowing kids to be kids; and
making medical arrangements
as to not compromise the
adventure and enjoyment of
camp.

It is a community rich with
personal expression, individual
diversity, and opportunities to
grow and succeed physically,
intellectually, emotionally,
spiritually and socially, and
“discover one’s place in the
sun.”

MISSION
CHAMP Camp provides a summer 
camp experience for children and
adolescents with tracheostomies and 
those who require technological 
respiratory assistance. Our campers 
enjoy and fully participate in outdoor
summer camp activities including 
swimming, canoeing and climbing 
that encourage independence, 
confidence, and self-esteem to 
create memories that last a 
lifetime.



Dear Friends -
     2023 is a wrap! We had a great week of camp (June 15-20) this year. We graduated a large number of
campers in 2022, so we capped our number of campers at 24 this year, knowing we would, knowing we
would have quite a bit of learning to do about new campers. We actually had 10 brand new campers! We
also had a returner who had been with us for the first year in 2019 and returned for the first time in 2022.
Ages ranged from 7-17! Campers represented the following states: Alabama, Indiana, Kansas, Ohio, North
Carolina, Texas, and Virginia. We were also joined by 23 new counselors this year: 4 nursing students, 6
respiratory therapy students, 4 RN’s, 2 child life specialist students, 2 pre-med students, 1 sibling of an
alumni camper, 1 pre-PT student, 1 CNA with ASL experience, 1 psychology/education student and 1 jr.
counselor. Thirty-seven returning counselors provided wisdom, guidance and experience within our
cabins. We also celebrated the 30th anniversary of two of our camp nurses - Anny Busick and Bev Kramer.
We are so grateful for their loyalty and service to camp.  We fished, zip-lined, used our new treehouse,
created lots of crafts, climbed the tower, enjoyed the pontoon boat, danced the night away and just
enjoyed spending time together. And, once again, we left knowing that we are blessed to be a part of
this experience.

     We also had an amazingly successful Silver Sneaker Benefit Ball! Thank you to all of our loyal donors
who continue to come and so generously give to make sure camp will be around for many years to come.
     Sadly, 2023 also brought the passing of alumni camper, Luke Ladendorf. Luke and his family continue
to be beloved members of our camp family. We are grateful to everyone who made a donation in Luke’s
memory. Last year we added a permanent stone to the Memory Garden at Bradford Woods to remember
the campers and counselors who are no longer with us. We will honor Luke’s memory when we are
together again in 2024. 

     As I write this letter, registrations are already coming in for both campers and counselors for 2024.
Names I recognize and several names who will be first time participants. It is an exciting time! Our theme
for CHAMP Camp 2024 is “Under the Sea.” We can’t wait to see the crazy cabin themes and dance
costumes our creative crew have planned!

     Thank you again for all you do to support CHAMP Camp. It would not be possible without each of you
who invest your time, talent and/or treasure in our organization.
     
In the Spirit of Camp,

A NOTE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:

Memorial stone placed in the 
Memory Garden at 

Bradford Woods in 2023.

In Loving Memory of Luke Ladendorf
05-09-1989 - 09-05-2023



BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The board of directors of CHAMP Camp is
comprised of passionate and caring individuals
with a diverse skill set to meet the
organizational needs. Board meetings are held
on the second Thursday of the month, every
other month. An annual meeting is held in
January to approve the annual budget, elect
new officers and set the goals and objectives
based on our three-year strategic plan. Board
members serve a term of three years and may
serve no more than three consecutive terms.
Officers of the executive committee serve for
two years. Transitions off the board are
staggered to ensure that a historical
perspective remains as we add new members.
After one year away from the board, past
members may request to be considered to be a
part of the board, if their skill set would
complement the current board. 
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CHAMP Camp, Inc. had its beginnings in early 1991 when David Carter, a hospital administrator with a
respiratory therapy background; and Nancy McCurdy, a child life specialist, had a vision of providing a
summer overnight camping experience for children with tracheostomies and those requiring technological
and ventilator assistance. Working in the hospital setting, they were involved with children on a daily basis
whose lives were being saved by the advances in medical science...many of whom had a diagnosis of
quadriplegia...and now felt an ethical responsibility to make sure these young people had opportunities to
experience and enjoy life.

Because of the medical fragility and vulnerability associated with “living” on a ventilator and the necessity
for round the clock supervision and care, these children were not able to participate in other camping
programs. Dave and Nancy were determined to make the outdoors accessible to these potential campers.
Research showed that there were only a handful of other camps in the country serving this target
population. A Steering Committee began meeting in May 1991 to accomplish this mission. 

With the strong logistical support of Lifelines Children’s Rehabilitation Hospital, once located in central
Indiana, and financial gifts from individuals and several businesses in the community, a weekend pilot
program was launched at Camp Isanogel in Muncie, Indiana in August 1991. It was a memorable time full of
new and exciting experiences! Our second year of camp was held at Bradford Woods, in Martinsville,
Indiana. During the summer of 1993, CHAMP Camp found a home at Recreation Unlimited in Ashley, Ohio,
just north of Columbus. The number of campers participating has grown each year, with campers traveling
from thirteen states to participate. In the summer of 1998, additional enrichment experiences were
introduced for adolescents and their changing needs and interests. In 2011, CHAMP Camp made the
decision to return to Bradford Woods–bringing camp back to Indiana. 

Program development has been extraordinary. Camp activities include canoeing, climbing a 50-foot alpine
tower, fishing, swimming, recreational games, creative arts, outdoor living skills, pontoon boating, nature
and stream study, zip lining and now enjoying the view and comfort from our amazing treehouse.
 

Our exceptional volunteer staff, composed primarily of health care professionals, has adapted activities and
equipment so that campers may be fully involved. We are most certainly a “can-do” camp! 

CHAMP Camp received its incorporated status from the State of Indiana on August 23, 1991. We established
a nonprofit, 501c3 status with the Internal Revenue Service, and contributors may make tax-deductible
donations. We are funded by the generosity of individuals and corporations, grants from foundations, and
through special events, including our annual Silver Sneaker Benefit Ball. 

OUR FOUNDERS

Dave Carter Nancy McCurdy

HISTORY OF CHAMP Camp



THE HIGHLIGHTS
CHAMP Camp 2023 - Our Home in the Woods

IU Nursing Students

Silver Sneaker Benefit Ball

It was another great year of camp! Our theme was “Our Home in the Woods” to
celebrate our new treehouse - which you can read more about on the following
page. Our campers participated in both the climbing tower and zipline this
year. They enjoyed boat rides and fishing at the waterfront, arts and crafts,
cabin time and outdoor games! The dance continues to be a big hit with both
campers and counselors and we are grateful for DJ Steve who comes to camp
to entertain our campers! We got to see lots of fun, sometimes unscripted, acts
at the talent show. And we were sad to say goodbye. We can’t wait to see our
camp family for CHAMP Camp 2024 - Under the Sea! 

We were excited to be joined by three students from the IU School of Nursing
and their Nurse educator, Jessica Klipsch. Nursing students are a great addition
to our cabins to help support our nurses. It is also a great environment for
student nurses to learn skills they might not be exposed to in their regular clinical
rotations. Our campers have a unique blend of medical needs presented in a
sometimes challenging environment...the woods! We are looking forward to
partnering with the IU School of Nursing in 2024 and hope to see these students
returning to camp as registered nurses in the near future!

The 2024 Silver Sneaker Benefit Ball was held at the Ritz Charles on September
16th. We were joined by 240 guests who gave generously to give us another
record-breaking year! We had our first mocktail competition between our cabins
at camp and the top two were served in a head-to-head competition! Guests
could choose between The Mustachio Effect by Elm cabin and Nerds at the
Beech by Beech cabin. It was a close race with both mocktails being very
populer, but Nerds at the Beech was declared the winner!  CHAMP Camper TJ
Gardner gave the invocation. The Silver Sneaker award was presented to Camp
Director, Emily Miller and the Heart and Sole award, in honor of CHAMP Camp
friend Darrell Gossett, was presented to Leslie Tweed, President of our dear
friends and supporters, Tendercare Home Health Services. Our keynote speaker,
Rachel Markley, had to join by Zoom - a first for us - due to illness and delivered 

a heart-felt message about the impact that CHAMP Camp continues to have on her life 14 years later. As always,
our auction items drew hot competition and auctioneer Darin Lawson added his sense of humor as he worked to  
        get CHAMP Camp the best bids! The night ended with a huge turn-out on the dance floor grooving to the 
           spins of DJ SLMBR (Matt Derado) and a late- night donut bar! We are so grateful for our generous donors 
             and look forward to seeing you all on September 21, 2024 back at the Ritz Charles! 



THE HIGHLIGHTS, CONT’D

The Treehouse - Our Home in the Woods

We are constantly challenging ourselves to create new
experiences and memories for our campers. To that end, in
2012 we took our most aggressive leap yet and decided
zip lining would be our campers’ next great experience.
We let our imaginations run wild. How long should the zip
line be? Should we have a short zip line as well as a long
one for our more daring campers? From where and how
high will the zip lines launch, and how will we get our
wheelchair-confined campers up to the launch tower?
Finally, what if we constructed a wheelchair accessible
treehouse where our campers could hang out and that
would also serve as the staging area for the zip lines?

Fueled by successful fundraising, including one sizable
grant, we were able to fund two zip lines (short, 140’ and
long, 375’) constructed in time for CHAMP Camp 2014. On
2018, the CHAMP Camp Board of Directors approved
spending an additional $150,000 for construction of the
ADA compliant ramping system. The wheelchair accessible
ramp provides seamless transportation of our campers to
the zip line launch tower. 

We knew that a treehouse would be the “crown jewel” of
this project and yet another incredible permanent
improvement to Bradford Woods. We knew it could serve
as a multi-functional observation area tailored to our
campers so that they could interact with each other. It also
allows a camper’s peers to watch and provide
encouragement as they collect the courage to try the zip
line for the first time. 

We got to see this dream come to fruition in 2023! The
treehouse was completed on the day we arrived for camp!
Our campers were able to utilize this space exactly as we
thought they would. Cheering and encouraging their
friends, hanging out in the treetops and enjoying their new
home in the woods! We are excited to plan programming
around this structure in the future. Maybe even a camp out
since the treehouse also has electricity!

Thank you to everyone who contributed to the 
funding and building of this amazing new
feature, which we can share with all 
campers! 



Sneakers Ball
84.8%

Individual Donations
7.1%

Support
33.9%

Camp Direct
31.2%

Silver Sneaker Benefit Ball
30.1%

Operations
3.9%

Other Camper Benefits
1%

2023 BUDGET 2023 ACTUAL

GROSS INCOME $ 223,205.00 $ 239,482.24

GROSS EXPENSES $ 223,305.00 $ 196,334.90

NET INCOME $0 $43,147.34

THE BOTTOM LINE
It is our goal to be as transparent as possible with our financial information
(without boring you with too many details!). 

We are so grateful for everyone who donates to help make CHAMP Camp
possible. We continue to be diligent in controlling our expenses and were once
again blessed with such unexpected generosity! 

If you have questions regarding our financial information, please reach out
directly to Jamie Mitchell at 317.679.1860 or admin@champcamp.org. You can
also view our 990 form at https://www.guidestar.org/. 

INCOME EXPENSES

In 2023 we looked for ways to control
expenses so that any gain could be
placed in an account to insure that our
organization maintains one year of
expenses in reserve to protect camp for
years to come.

In 2024 we will experience a 31%
increase in expenses for camp in
addition to general cost of living
increases.



THE PERSPECTIVE ON CAMP FROM SOME FRIENDS...

What does attending camp do for you both personally and professionally?
Camp helps me be more positive, outgoing, and improves my self confidence.
Why should someone get involved with CHAMP Camp as a counselor? 
To have fun with an amazing group of kids, and of course the rest of the awesome CHAMP Camp group. 
Some really good hands-on learning and experiences about medical situations too!

Keith began his time with CHAMP Camp as a camper in 1999. 
His trach was removed in 2009. We require campers to take a 
year off before applying to be considered as a counselor so that 
they can determine if they have other interests they want to invest in. Keith
did just that. He applied to be a counselor in 2011 and has served in that
role for 10 years. We asked Keith for his thoughts on CHAMP Camp:

What inspired you to come to camp as a counselor and keep coming
back for 10 years?
I loved camp when I was a camper. Hanging out with everyone throughout
the week while doing all the various activities, like climbing the tower or
swimming, was great. I really enjoyed the night activities like game night or
when the older campers are able to sleep in tents outside. Camp helped
me break out of my shell and helped me with my self-confidence and to be
more outgoing. I became a counselor so I could help and encourage
campers the same way camp helped me during my childhood. 

Alumni Camper turned Counselor, Keith Light:

From Counselor to PM&R physician to Board Member to Co-Camp Physician

As one of our Co-Camp Physicans, he brings leadership and guidance to camp while still being able to embrace one
of the primary purposes of summer camp - to just have fun!

We asked Dr. Tanty why it is important to him to support CHAMP Camp through his various roles and why
someone else should.
I believe CHAMP camp provides our campers their ability to reach potential, build a community and have amazing
fun in the woods. It transforms children’s lives and builds gratitude for all of us.

I cannot see my life without CHAMP camp. Through the years as a counselor, and later as medical director, Camp
has gifted me with precious emotive moments, spiritual awakenings and amazing friends! It’s important for people to
experience this, and enjoy the gifts you receive when you serve our campers.

Dr. Francisco Angulo Parker (or Dr. Tanty
as we like to call him!) is a Physical
Medicine Rehabilitation physician at Riley
Children’s Hospital in Indianapolis, Indiana
and a member of our board of directors.
But we have known him since 2008 when
he served as a counselor while still
studying to be a doctor in El Salvador.    



THE PERSPECTIVE ON CAMP FROM SOME FRIENDS...
Friends and Donors, Christopher and Elisabeth Belleville

Annie and her Magical Smile. 

We are so grateful to have the support of amazing friends like Christopher and
Elisabeth. We asked for their perspective on why it is important to support
CHAMP Camp and here is what Christopher had to say:

How did you become involved with CHAMP Camp?
Elisabeth and I were introduced to CHAMP Camp a number of years ago – Rick
and Donna Adams invited us to join them at the event that we had heard so
much about. The idea of sneakers with a suit – how could that work – we just had
to see it in person. It didn’t take long for us to be hooked – the impact stories
from those that camp has impacted invariably bring tears to your eyes. 

Why do yo u continue to support CHAMP Camp?
It is impossible to participate and not have your heart impacted, to think of the
many ways that we have been beyond blessed in our lives and the 

challenges that others persevere through. Supporting CHAMP Camp is easy to do when you see the impact
donations make. To see the evolution of the amenities for the campers – the ever growing and expanding
treehouse and the ever growing and widening smiles of joy on the faces of the campers – it’s a no brainer. We
have some great auction stories from over the years and it’s an absolute must on the calendar – it’s been a
privilege to do what we can for this organization, and appreciate all of the leadership and stewardship that you
all provide!

Annie joined us for her third year of camp in 2023. She is a free-spirited, social,
energetic camper. Annie and her family have a story that shows how camp
filled a need their first year and then became a part of their life. We asked
Annie‘s mom, Susan, to tell us about their experience:

How did you become involved with CHAMP Camp?
I remember our NICU nurse, Karrie Coddington (one of our lead nurses who is a
13-year veteran) telling us about Champ camp. I was really nervous about Annie
coming at first so it took several years before I got the courage to send her. The
timing to send Annie to camp for the first time in 2019 was just a blessing! My
husband was diagnosed with cancer and CHAMP Camp was a place where I
sent Annie to go to so I could be with Kurt. Boy, little did I know how much
CHAMP Camp would be a blessing to Annie!

How does CHAMP Camp impact Annie‘s life?
Annie got to experience zip lining, fishing, being around kids her own age! The
smiles I see year after year when she knows she is going to CHAMP Camp is
truly amazing! The staff takes such amazing care of her! CHAMP Camp brings
out a side of Annie I never knew she had in her! She is two                 years
running for the cabin comedian! She loves to smile and make others laugh and
smile too! We can’t wait till CHAMP Camp 2024!



THANK YOU FRIENDS....
....our generous donors make camp possible and we are so grateful!
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MEMORIES OF
CAMP



At the end of each night during camp, we gather in a circle, hold hands and sing this
song.. 

Goodnight,
Sleep tight,

and pleasant dreams to you.

Here‘s a wish
and a prayer

that all your dreams come true.

And now, 
‘til we meet again...

adios
au revoir,

auf wiedersehen.

Good Night!

SAVE THE DATE

UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN...

January 1st: Applications went live for campers and counselors

March 1st: All applications due

 June 15: Counselors arrive at CHAMP Camp

June 16: Campers arrive for THE BEST WEEK OF THE YEAR

June 18: Visitor Day at Camp - 10:30am - noon or 2:30pm - 4:30pm

September 21: Silver Sneaker Benefit Ball at the Ritz Charles, Carmel - 6:00pm



www.champcamp.com

admin@champcamp.org

317.679.1860

1950 E.  Greyhound Pass, Suite 18-357


